
Manual and paper-based 
operations often lead 
to inventory inaccuracy, 
workflow bottlenecks, 
and an overall negative 
customer experience. That’s 
why we recommend safe 
and seamless digitization 
with Peak’s adaptable 
optimization solutions - 
designed with Zebra’s 
enterprise technologies.  

From receiving to shipping, enhance  
inventory management visibility with:

Take printing power with you anywhere you go to minimize 
travel times and eliminate bottlenecks at printing stations. 
Zebra’s ZQ600 drives down power consumption with Wake-
Up features and faster printing speeds so your printers 
remain productive where and when you need them. 

For medium to higher printing volumes, choose an 
affordable industrial printer such as the ZT610 for easy 
media loading, simple installation, and intelligent printing.

No matter where you labels go, count on continuous 
performance with Zebra’s certified consumables, 
pretested to survive in the harshest environments 
without losing legibility.888-492-6346

www.peaktech.com

Connect your WMS to Zebra’s MC9300 for 
greater stock visibility and simplified data sharing 
across the whole warehouse.

Intelligent mobile computing  

Lightweight mobile printing 

Durable industrial printing 

Zebra Certified Consumables   

Cost-effective 

digitization starts 

here with GO Zebra 
Trade in your legacy devices 
from any manufacturer with 
Peak Technologies to get cash 
rebates up to $650 per device. 
Contact us to learn how. 

When it comes to scalable, 
simple, and safe digitization

The Answer’s

Accelerate order fulfillment and processing with the 
DS3600 for more successful first-time scans and 
connect data to your inventory management system.

Accurate data capture 

Design, install, and maintain your customized digitization 
strategy with Peak’s step-by-step assistance. Contact our 
optimization specialists today for a free assessment of 
your unique workflows to start customizing your solution.

CONTACT US

Durable and ergonomic design
High-speed connectivity
Long-range data capture
Pre-installed Android for  
Enterprise OS

Lightweight yet compact 
Secured printing network
Tap-to-pair connectivity
Up to 600dpi resolution

Link-OS
User-friendly touchscreen
All-metal casing
Easy media loading

23% more durable than 
competitive devices
Long-range scanning
Corded and cordless options
Capture up to 20 barcodes with 
one trigger pull

Customizable 
Smooth surface for less residual 
debris
Fast label replenishment
Protects printhead lifespan

https://www.peaktech.com/
https://www.peaktech.com/contact-us/

